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Computational Intelligence: Methods and TechniquesSpringer, 2008
This book focuses on various techniques of computational intelligence, both single ones and those which form hybrid methods. Those techniques are today commonly applied issues of artificial intelligence, e.g. to process speech and natural language, build expert systems and robots. The first part of the book presents methods of knowledge...
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Mastering VBA for Microsoft Office 2007 (Mastering)Sybex, 2008
Quickly learn to write macros, automate tasks, and create custom applications for Office 2007 with Microsoft’s Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) using the in-depth instructions in Mastering VBA for Microsoft Office 2007. Jump right into the basics of recording and running macros with Office’s built-in Macro Recorder, before...
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Professional C# 2008 (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2008
Professional C# 2008
    Updated for .NET 3.5 and Visual Studio® 2008, this book is the ultimate guide to C# 2008 and its environment. Beginning with a look into the architecture and methodology of .NET, the team of superlative authors explains why the C# language cannot be viewed in isolation, but rather, must be...
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Multiobjective Optimization: Interactive and Evolutionary Approaches (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
Multiobjective optimization deals with solving problems having not only one, but multiple, often conflicting, criteria. Such problems can arise in practically every field of science, engineering and business, and the need for efficient and reliable solution methods is increasing. The task is challenging due to the fact that, instead of a single...
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Introduction to Quantum TheoryCambridge University Press, 2008
"The expertise of Paul shows in the easy transitions made between discussions of theory and experiment, particularly in subjects related to quantum optics."  
M.C. Ogilvie, Choice Magazine     

       Providing a deeper understanding of the microscopic world through quantum theory, this supplementary text covers a wider...
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Applied Computational Fluid Dynamics Techniques: An Introduction Based on Finite Element MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is concerned with the efficient numerical solution of the partial differential equations that describe fluid dynamics. CFD techniques are commonly used in the many areas of engineering where fluid behavior is an important factor. Traditional fields of application include aerospace and automotive design, and more...
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Drupal 6 Site Builder SolutionsPackt Publishing, 2008
Who this book is written for?

This book is designed primarily for business owners who want to create a new website for their company or upgrade a company website to be easier to maintain and have advanced capabilities.

Whether you know Drupal or not, this book will be your guide to a powerful website.
...
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High-performance and Hardware-aware ComputingKIT Scientific Publishing, 2008

	High-performance system architectures are increasingly exploiting heterogeneity: multi- and manycore-based systems are complemented by coprocessors, accelerators, and reconfigurable units providing huge computational power. However, applications of scientific interest (e.g. in high-performance computing and numerical simulation) are not yet...
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3D Game Environments: Create Professional 3D Game WorldsFocal Press, 2008

	Let me begin by saying that this is not a book about game level design; rather, it is about creating art for a game world. This is an important distinction. Game level design is the point at which all the planning, technology, and design converge; and creating the art for that game level is only one part that feeds into that huge process. Yet...
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slide:ology: The Art and Science of Creating Great PresentationsO'Reilly, 2008

	Presentations have become the de facto business communication

	tool. Companies are started, products are

	launched, climate systems are saved—possibly based on

	the quality of presentations. Likewise, ideas, endeavors,

	and even careers can be cut short due to ineffective

	communication. Out of the millions of presentations...
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Principles of Digital CommunicationCambridge University Press, 2008

	The renowned communications theorist Robert Gallager brings his lucid writing style to the study of the fundamental system aspects of digital communication for a one-semester course for graduate students. With the clarity and insight that have characterized his teaching and earlier textbooks, he develops a simple framework and then combines...
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Circuit Design: Know It All (Newnes Know It All)Newnes, 2008
The latest technologies - the leading experts - proven real-world design solutions - together in one must-have volume!     

       The Newnes Know It All Series takes the best of what our authors have written to create hard-working desk references that will be an engineer's first port of call for key information, design techniques and...
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